


EB Rockham 2176
This standout by SAV Renown has definitely set 
himself apart from the rest. He is super wide 
based with perfect bone and foot structure as 
well as flawless phenotype. He has the look of an 
old school angus herd bull, adding pounds without 
gaining frame size in your females. With a modest 
80 lb. birth weight and ratioing 106 at WW he 
will sire low birth calves that gain. His mother 

by upward is a no miss cow 
with a perfect udder and a 
calving interval of 3 calves 
at 343 days. She is very 
consistent and will enter 
our donor program this 
spring.

EB Recharge 0230
This son of SAV Recharge is huge through his middle 
clean fronted and moves excellent. With a 75 lb. birth 
weight and ratioing 96, he should be a sleep all night 
kind of bull.

EB Resource 304
This super complete son of Resource is excellent 
in his design. He is long sided, perfect footed 
and is mild in his temperament. He displays 
true Angus breed characteristics!

EB Renown 556
This massive son of Renown take top honors 
as the heaviest weaning calf of this years calf 
crop with an actual 205 of 1084 lbs.! He is 
rugged in his design and is packed with as much 
red meat as any calf in the breed. If you sell 
calves right off the cow you will appreciate this 
early maturing bull.

EB Resource 808
This will be the largest framed Resource son in the 
offering. He is big boned, super long spined and 
comes from a highly productive cow family.

EB Resource 412
This calf by Resource is extra thick with a nice 
clean front end that should make very feminine 
females. He is in the top 2% of the breed for 
YW EPD, and is out of a great first calf heifer.

EB Diamond O2176



EB Resource M031 P38 EB Resource M031 M07

EB Cash M031 M050 EB Cash M031 5G50

EB Cash M031 8K106 EB Cash M031 M0134

MB Elaine Elba M031 
Featuring 9 maternal brothers by 
this powerful donor!



EB Priority 454
This is a whale of a calf by Priority. When 
I think of power and mass, this calf comes 
to mind. He is in the top 1% of the breed 
for WW. His mother is a great first calf 
heifer by Harvestor. He was one of the 
heaviest weaning calves of this calf crop 
to ratio 127.

EB Capitalist 0142
This big time son of Capitalist is a maternal brother to the 3rd high 
selling bull in the 2016 sale. This calf is every bit as good as his brother, 
he is very long bodied and great footed. He is a big framed Capitalist 
son, but will sire calves that come easy at birth and get up and grow. His 
mother consistenly gives us great calves year after year. She ratios 94 
BW, 106 YW and 122 on IMF.

EB Resource 850
Another great son of Resource, this calf has had many 
brothers go through the ring in past sales. His mother is 
a Pathfinder cow and just never seems to miss. If you’re 
looking for a consistent cow family then here you go.

EB Capitalist 214
A nice, moderate framed son of Capitalist. He is very complete in his 
makeup and has a very good disposition. He is one of the younger bulls 
in the offering. He ratioed 88 on BW with a 70 lb. actual and ratioed 
109 on WW.

The Pathfinder dam of 
850, 5E Strongland Lass 
8K50



EB Tour of Duty 326
This son of Tour of Duty is an outstanding individual. He has lodes of rib, 
a huge foot and is just made right. With an actual 205 of over 900 lbs. 
he will make a set of feeder cattle that will be fun to feed.

EB Tour of Duty 514
Another son of Tour of Duty, he is big framed and extremely long bodied. 
He was one of the heaviest calves to come off grass and earned a WW 
ratio of 116. His mother is a great old cow by Hoff Head of the Class, she 
has recorded 9 natural calves in a 361 day calving interval. She doesn’t 
know how to be open! 

EB Tour of Duty 402
A really nice son of Tour of Duty off a excellent first calf heifer. He will 
sire calves that will get up and grow.

EB Montana 705
This is a powerhouse son of MW Montana. He is huge bodied, big footed 
and very nice fronted. He will sire the kind of females that are feminine 
and will make excellent mother cows. 

EB Cash M031ET 339
A nicely made son by Barstow Cash and our M031 Donor. This mating 
has produced massive calves that are correct. This calf ratioed 106 
on WW.

EB Resource 77
Another powerful son of Resource who stands on all four feet, is wide 
based and huge middle.



EB International 859
Another son of International, this calf has been a standout all summer 
long. He is a well rounded animal with a great disposition.

EB International 256
An outstanding individual by SAV International. This sire group is one of 
the best we have ever offered. These bulls have rib shape, rump shape 
and the look of cattle that work in the real world.

EB International 629
When you combine old school cow power and International this calf has a big 
future. In terms of phenotype, this calf is as nice as any bull in the offering. 
He is powerful and has a lot of base. He will be a crowd favorite. 

EB International 306
This International son has the look of a herd bull, he is big hipped, big 
footed, tight sheathed and has a big scrotal. He should sire a set of 
females that will last you a long time. His mother is a beautiful made 4 
year old by Pioneer.

EB Rampage 873
In terms of phenotype this is as good of a Rampage 
son as you will find anywhere. He has a balanced EPD 
profile and has a 74 lb. BW to ratio 96. He moves very 
well, has lodes of volume and length. His mother is 
a great old cow by a bull who needs no introduction, 
Nebraska 901. She records an average calving interval 
of 5 calves at 363 days. She is a big framed cow with 
a nice udder. This calf will be a highlight on March 6th!

Summertime photo of 
EB Rampage 873 and his mother 
MB 44 Nebraska Lass 8k73


